Part Three

CHAIR SQUAT

FIT IT IN Every time you sit
down, do one of these before
you settle in. When that
becomes routine, do it every
time you get up, too.

Moves That
Make You
Feel Great

HOW TO DO IT
1 Sit on a flat, hard chair with
your ankles stacked directly
below your knees (not in front
or behind them).
2 Reach your arms up, lean
your torso forward and shift
your weight back into your
heels as you stand up.
3 Sit back down slowly, pushing
your hips back, body weight
still over your heels. If this is
too difficult, stack towels or
place a book on the seat to give
yourself a little lift. As you get
stronger, see if you can use a
thinner towel or book (and
eventually use none).

You don’t have to do a whole gym routine or a long walk to
move more, be healthier and feel great. Just indulge yourself in
these little movement “snacks” that f it easily into your day.
DOOR-JAMB STRETCH

by M A R T Y M U N S O N

If “move more” is one of
those things that keeps
falling off your schedule
or that you kind of dread,
tune in to a new way of
approaching activity that
takes much less effort
than you think—and is
absolutely no sweat.
The following moves
help prevent or reverse
the creakiness that you
might have in your body—
or might just help you
walk, stand, carry and
move better throughout
the day. They bring back
functions your body has
lost, not because you
haven’t been running
five miles a day but
because “convenience”
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devices have ended up
costing us. “We live in a
culture where movement
has been almost
entirely outsourced,”
says movement and
biomechanics expert
Katy Bowman, author
of Dynamic Aging and
director of the Nutritious
Movement Center
Northwest. The fact that
we can have dinner—or
anything else—delivered
to our doors without
flexing anything but our
fingertips means our
bodies have become less
used to moving. And it
leaves us weak and stiff.
“It’s not how old you are
that limits your agility,

mobility and strength. It’s
how much time you’ve
spent in life not moving
around,” she says.
To get back in the
groove, you don’t need
formal exercise—you can
start by moving more in
your daily life, Bowman
says. Exercise tends
to move your body in
one way, over and over
again. “But it’s capable
of a very large range of
movement,” she says.
Little movements—ones
that don’t make you sweat
and aren’t considered a
full workout—can wake
up tight muscles and
stiff joints and leave you
feeling vastly better. These

small moves make a big
difference. One 68-year-old
registered nurse avoided
knee-replacement surgery
with a diligent program of
waking up her body with
moves like those you see
here (and ended up on a
weeklong backpacking
adventure in the Sierra
Mountains).
These moves can get
you started. Do them
throughout the day or
string them together into
one movement sequence
that you do a couple of
times a day. “No matter
where you’re starting, if
you change how you move,
you can change how you
feel,” Bowman says.

FIT IT IN Every time you pass through a
different door, alternate this with the
Doorway Reach. To be sure you fit them
both in, consider doing the Door-Jamb
Stretch every time you go through the
kitchen door and the Doorway Reach
every time you go through the bathroom
door. Plus extra credit if you do either
one every time you go through any door.
The era of computers makes it too easy to
go through a day without ever reaching
overhead, which means months or years
from now, our arms lose the capacity to
reach out and up, behind you and across
the body—but not if you practice these
movements regularly.

DOORWAY REACH

HOW TO DO IT
1 Stand next to the door, bend your
elbow and place your forearm on the wall.
Your palm should face the wall, as if
you’re giving it a high five.
2 Walk your fingertips up the wall as far
as you can.

HOW TO DO IT
1 Reach your arms up and touch the wall
above the doorway (or tuck your fingers
into the molding).
2 Lower your rib cage as much as you can.
This will intensify the stretch in your arms
and shoulders. Hold for a few seconds.

CALF
STRETCH
FIT IT IN Do this
while washing dishes
or brushing teeth. To
walk effortlessly for
life, your ankles
need to move well.
This helps with
strength and
balance—and may
keep you from
shuffling later on.
HOW TO DO IT
1 Roll up or fold a
thick towel on the
floor in front of you.
2 Place the ball of
your right bare (or
sock-covered) foot
on top of the towel,
heel on the floor.
Your toes should
point forward.
3 Place your left
foot in front of the
towel. You’ll feel a
stretch in your right
calf. The tighter
your lower leg, the
harder it will be to
step your left foot in
front of your right;
so if you can’t do it
at first, keep that
left foot behind the
towel. Repeat on the
other side.
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SQUAT WALKING

SITTING ON THE FLOOR IN A V

FIT IT IN Do this to clean up the
floor after meals or spills. Your knees
and hips require lots of complex
movements to stay healthy, and you’ll
get some here if you don’t use a mop.
HOW TO DO IT
1 Crouch into a squat and place your
arms on the floor in front of you for
support. Keep your heels raised as far
as you need to.
2 As you wipe the floor, stay in that
squat and walk forward or to the side,
like a crab, using your arms to help
support you. Stick to chair squats or the

FIT IT IN Try it while watching TV, reading to the
person you’re caring for or at other times when you just
sit in a chair to help stretch your back and hamstrings.
HOW TO DO IT
1 Sit on the floor on a single pillow or a stack of them.
2 Widen your legs as far as you comfortably can. Tilt
your pelvis and torso forward a bit and hold. Extra
credit: Sit back up straight and lean side to side; twist
back over your right shoulder and then your left and
“paint” a rainbow shape with your hands on the floor.

tips in Smarter Sitting (at right)
for a while, if this bothers your knees
or if you have low-back issues.

TIP: SMARTER WAYS TO STAY SEATED
HEAD RAMP

TIP: BETTER BENDING

FIT IT IN Do this
exercise any time you’re
on your smartphone or
computer, even
when you’re reading a
magazine or book, since
chances are that your
head is jutting in front
of the rest of your body
while you’re doing it.
This move not only
gives you healthier
placement of your head
(it’s heavy and wants to
hang!) but also gets you
to use the muscles that
are designed to support
your noggin (but that
we’ve become unused
to using).

Hauling. It’s a fact of caregiving.
Whether it’s boxes of supplies from
Costco, laundry baskets, blankets or
wheelchairs, you spend a lot of time
doing it. Done right, it can make you
stronger, healthier and more resilient;
and done wrong, as some of you may
already know, it can make your back
and knees holler at you.

HOW TO DO IT
1 Slide your chin back
toward your neck until
your ears align over
your shoulders.
2 Keep the back of your
neck long. You’ll know
you’re in the position
when you have at least
two extra chins.
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HOW TO DO IT
To bend over or lift You’ve likely heard
that you need to use your knees when
you’re lifting something in order to take
the load off your lower back—and you
do. But what most people haven’t heard
is that in addition to bending your
knees, you should also shift
your hips back and untuck the
pelvis. This moves the load
onto the stronger muscles of
the glutes and thighs.
To carry We often throw all our
items in a cart or backpack for greater
ease, but you can strengthen your arms
by changing up how you carry things.
Hold your “load”—be that groceries,
boxes, blankets, books—as close to your
body as possible, but constantly shift
how you carry it. Split the weight
between both arms or shift between

holding it in one arm and then the
other. This gives you a chance to fit in
some arm strengthening moves into
the everyday tasks of shopping or
putting items away.

FIT IT IN With how nice it
feels to plop into a chair
sometimes, you’d think your
body would love sitting. In
fact, sitting is one of the
most challenging poses for
our bodies. It can leave leg
muscles weak and knee and
hip joints tight. And that
makes us want to sit down
even more. The way to start
reversing this isn’t
necessarily to stand all the
time. It’s to “position cycle”
while you’re sitting. It’s not
quite fidgeting, but it’s
running through some

different positions whenever
you’re sitting, like if the
doctor’s office puts you on
hold, or you’re online
checking the weather (and
then Facebook, then the
newest cat videos, etc).
Some positions to cycle
through
1 Sitting with both feet flat
on the floor, back straight
(no slouching).
2 Bringing one foot up to
the seat of the chair.
3 Crossing one ankle over
the opposite knee.

HIP STRETCH
FIT IT IN While you’re
taking laundry in and
out of the machines.
This releases stress that
builds up in your hips if
you sit a lot, which
helps you stand, sit, and
move better.
HOW TO DO IT
1 Stand facing the
washer or dryer with
your feet wider than hip
distance apart.
2 Place your hands on
top of the machine and
lean forward so your
torso is parallel to the
floor. Keep your spine
in a neutral position.
3 Back up your hips
gently, so they’re
behind your heels. Then
shift your pelvis a little
toward the right leg,
come through center
and shift it to the left.
Return to center.
4 Bend your knees and
roll up to standing.

BED ANGELS
FIT IT IN Do these before you get into and out of bed. Shoulder
mobility and strength help you carry things with ease.
HOW TO DO IT
1 Stack some pillows under your head and upper shoulders; your rib
cage should touch the bed. Stretch your legs out straight in front of you.
2 Reach your arms to the sides, palms facing up, elbows slightly bent.
Try to keep the backs of your hands touching the bed.
3 Slide your arms up toward your head along the bed and back down
again, like you’re making snow angels.
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